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Abstract 

Background: The COVID‑19 pandemic, which has a prominent social and economic impact worldwide, shows a 
largely unexplained male bias for the severity and mortality of the disease. Loss of chromosome Y (LOY) is a risk factor 
candidate in COVID‑19 due to its prior association with many chronic age‑related diseases, and its impact on immune 
gene transcription.

Methods: Publicly available scRNA‑seq data of PBMC samples derived from male patients critically ill with COVID‑19 
were reanalyzed, and LOY status was added to the annotated cells. We further studied LOY in whole blood for 211 
COVID‑19 patients treated at intensive care units (ICU) from the first and second waves of the pandemic. Of these, 139 
patients were subject to cell sorting for LOY analysis in granulocytes, low‑density neutrophils (LDNs), monocytes, and 
PBMCs.

Results: Reanalysis of available scRNA‑seq data revealed LDNs and monocytes as the cell types most affected by LOY. 
Subsequently, DNA analysis indicated that 46%, 32%, and 29% of critically ill patients showed LOY above 5% cut‑off 
in LDNs, granulocytes, and monocytes, respectively. Hence, the myeloid lineage that is crucial for the development of 
severe COVID‑19 phenotype is affected by LOY. Moreover, LOY correlated with increasing WHO score (median differ‑
ence 1.59%, 95% HDI 0.46% to 2.71%, p=0.025), death during ICU treatment (median difference 1.46%, 95% HDI 0.47% 
to 2.43%, p=0.0036), and history of vessel disease (median difference 2.16%, 95% HDI 0.74% to 3.7%, p=0.004), among 
other variables. In 16 recovered patients, sampled during ICU stay and 93–143 days later, LOY decreased significantly 
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in whole blood and PBMCs. Furthermore, the number of LDNs at the recovery stage decreased dramatically (median 
difference 76.4 per 10,000 cell sorting events, 95% HDI 55.5 to 104, p=6e−11).

Conclusions: We present a link between LOY and an acute, life‑threatening infectious disease. Furthermore, this 
study highlights LOY as the most prominent clonal mutation affecting the myeloid cell lineage during emergency 
myelopoiesis. The correlation between LOY level and COVID‑19 severity might suggest that this mutation affects the 
functions of monocytes and neutrophils, which could have consequences for male innate immunity.

Background
Leukocytes from aging males frequently show mosaic loss 
of chromosome Y (LOY) [1, 2]. It is detectable in whole 
blood DNA from >40% of men above the age of 70 years 
[3] and reaches 57% in the analysis of 93-year-old men, 
indicating an increasing frequency with age [4]. Recent 
single-cell analyses of peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMCs) from 29 aging men (median age 80 years, range 
64–94 years) identified cells with LOY in every stud-
ied subject, making this the most common post-zygotic 
mutation [5]. LOY is most common in leukocytes, but 
has also been detected in other tissues although with 
considerably lower frequencies [4, 6]. Notably, the results 
of the serial analysis of male blood samples showed that 
LOY is a dynamic process [7]. Known risk factors for 
LOY include age, smoking, and germline predisposition 
[1–3, 8]. LOY likely causes a clonal expansion of affected 
cells and may coexist with mutations causing clonal 
hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP) [9].

LOY in DNA from whole blood has been associated 
with increased risk for all-cause mortality and many 
chronic age-related diseases such as hematological and 
non-hematological cancers, Alzheimer’s disease, dia-
betes, and cardiovascular events, among others [1, 2, 
6, 10–15]. Thus, carriers of LOY in leukocytes have an 
increased risk for diseases both inside and outside of 
the hematopoietic system, and the mechanism(s) behind 
these associations largely remain to be elucidated. Recent 
studies suggest that LOY affects different lineages of 
hematopoietic cells with dissimilar frequencies. LOY 
could have a direct physiological role through LOY-
Associated Transcriptional Effects (LATE) on global 
gene expression in a pleiotropic manner, as well as being 
a biomarker of genomic instability in somatic tissues [5]. 
Moreover, dysregulation of immune genes, including 
pathways related to viral life-cycle, was pronounced in 
LOY cells [5, 16].

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused 
by the new SARS-CoV-2 virus [17]. Critically affected 
patients present with bilateral pneumonia, in many 
cases, progressing to acute respiratory distress syn-
drome with a strong decrease in pulmonary function 
requiring treatment with non-invasive or invasive 

mechanical ventilation [18]. Results suggest that neu-
trophil activation is a hallmark of COVID-19 together 
with lymphocytopenia and that patients with the criti-
cal disease show substantial elevation of circulating 
neutrophils [19–21]. In COVID-19 patients, neutro-
phils adopt a so-called low-density phenotype, when 
they are activated and prone to spontaneous release 
of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) in capillaries. 
Intra-vascular aggregations of NETs lead to occlusion 
of the affected vessels, disturbed microcirculation, and 
organ damage. Furthermore, hyper-coagulation and 
thromboembolic events are also contributing to the 
mortality from COVID-19 [22, 23]. These symptoms 
are possibly a consequence of dysfunction in myeloid 
cell lineages and growing evidence corroborates this 
hypothesis [24, 25]. Another feature of the disease is a 
strong and largely unexplained bias of males who are 
critically ill and die from COVID-19. Of 7874 patients 
treated and registered since March 2020 at Intensive 
Care Units (ICU) in Sweden, 70.1% were men [26]. 
Other studies of COVID-19 patients confirm this 
strong male bias [27, 28] and this aspect of COVID-
19 pathogenesis is understudied [29]. Chromosome 
X-linked recessive TLR7 gene deficiency explains about 
1% of life-threatening COVID-19 in males below 60 
years of age [30]. Moreover, pre-existing neutralizing 
auto-antibodies against type I IFN in about 10% of male 
COVID-19 patients have been linked to life-threaten-
ing diseases [31]. However, there might exist an addi-
tional, so far unidentified male-specific risk factor, 
predisposing men for a life-threatening disease course 
of COVID-19 and LOY could be a suitable candidate 
for such a factor.

We hypothesized that LOY in cells from the myeloid 
lineage might be a male-specific risk factor linked to 
the development of critical COVID-19 disease. We con-
centrated our study on 211 critically ill males that were 
treated at ICUs in Sweden. COVID-19 patients treated 
at ICUs represent a suitable cohort for genotype-pheno-
type association studies since their records of medical 
treatment are comprehensive and this subset of patients 
show a considerable inter-individual clinical variability 
in the course of COVID-19 disease (WHO score 6-10).
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Methods
Study design, sample collection, and clinical variables
Male patients with COVID-19 were enrolled in Swe-
den, at Uppsala University Hospital (as part of the 
PronMed-study) and Sahlgrenska University Hospital 
in Gothenburg with confirmed positive SARS-CoV-2 
nasopharyngeal test verified by RT-PCR. The COVID-
19 cohort included 211 critically ill patients admitted 
to ICU, 11 milder patients (not requiring corticosteroid 
treatment, ICU care, or high-flow oxygen at the time 
of sampling), and 16 after recovery (3–6 months after 
discharge). Samples from COVID-19 patients were col-
lected between July 2020 and August 2021 in Uppsala 
and Gothenburg, Sweden. Control samples were col-
lected from 17 healthy individuals, in Gdansk, Poland.

Sample preparation
Sixteen milliters of blood was collected into BD Vacu-
tainer® CPT™ Mononuclear Cell Preparation Tubes 
(BD). 1 ml of whole blood was saved for further DNA 
analysis. The tube was spun down within 4 h of collec-
tion; PBMC fraction was washed with PBS and cryo-
preserved in FBS (Fetal Bovine Serum) for long time 
storage at −150°C. Granulocytes together with red 
blood cells were recovered from the fraction below the 
gel of the CPT tube. The red blood cells were then lysed 
twice with 40 ml of 1× RBC lysis buffer (PharmLyse, 
BD) for 15 min at room temperature. The granulocytes 
were washed with PBS and cryopreserved in FBS (fetal 
bovine serum) for long time storage in −150°C. Cell 
number and viability was determined with Trypan blue 
and Countess II FL automated cell counter (Thermo 
Fisher). Approximately 200,000 cells were saved for 
DNA extraction.

Preparation of cells for FACS
For FACS analysis, the PBMCs were mixed with FITC-
labeled CD66b clone G10F5 (BD), APC-labeled CD15 
clone HI98 (BD), and PE-CF594-labeled CD14 clone 
MφP9 (BD) and incubated for 20 min at 4°C. After 
incubation, PBMCs were washed with PBS and cell pel-
lets were resuspended in 1 ml of PBS containing 3 mM 
EDTA. Before sorting, cells were filtered through 20 μm 
CellTrics (Sysmex) strainer to remove aggregates. The 
target cell populations were isolated using FACS Aria 
III (Becton Dickinson). Data were acquired and ana-
lyzed using BD FACSDiva™ Software (Becton Dick-
inson). Live cells were sorted based on their FSC and 
SSC, a singlets gate based on FSC-H and FSC-A was 
used to remove doublet cells. Neutrophils were identi-
fied as CD15+ and CD66b+; monocytes were defined 
based on their size and as CD14 +. Cells were sorted 

to achieve a purity of at least 96%. After sorting, cells 
were centrifuged and cell pellets were stored in −80°C 
freezer.

DNA extraction
For samples with >50,000 cells the DNA was extracted 
using an in-house protocol previously described [5]. Cells 
were pelleted by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 10 min 
and lysed with buffer containing 10 mM EDTA, 10 mM 
Tris–HCL (pH 7.9), 50 mM NaCl, and 1% N-Lauroyl-
sarcosine sodium salt (Sigma) with 10 mg/ml proteinase 
K (Sigma). The DNA was then precipitated and resus-
pended in Low-TE. Samples with cell number between 
10,000 to 50,000 cells were handled with an optimized 
cell lysis protocol. Lysis buffer without detergent was 
added to the cell pellet, together with 10 mg/ml protein-
ase K (Sigma), and incubated for 2 h in 50 °C. The cell 
lysate was then incubated in 95°C for 10 min to inactivate 
proteinase K. DNA from whole blood and granulocyte 
samples were extracted using the QIAmp DNA Blood 
Midi kit (Qiagen).

Analysis of the level of loss of chromosome Y (LOY) using 
ddPCR
The LOY status was determined using ddPCR as 
described previously [7]. The DNA samples were pre-
digested with HindIII (Thermo Fischer). Subsequently, 
50 ng of the digested DNA was used in the analysis. The 
digested DNA was mixed with PCR supermix for probes 
without dUTP (BioRad) together with primers and 
probes for the AMELX/AMELY TaqMan-assay, num-
ber C_990000001_10 (Thermo Fisher). Quantification 
of the relative number of chromosomes X and Y in the 
sample was obtained by targeting the 6 bp sequence dif-
ference present between the AMELX and AMELY genes. 
Droplets were generated using the automated droplet 
generator (Bio-Rad), PCR was conducted using the T100 
thermal cycler (Bio-Rad) and a QX200 Droplet reader 
(Bio-Rad) was used for the fluorescent measurements of 
droplets. The data was analyzed using the QuantaSoft 
software (Bio-Rad).

Statistical analysis
Data was analyzed using Bayesian regression models via 
full Bayesian framework by calling Stan 2.21 [32] from 
R 4.1 [33] using the brms 2.16 [34] interface. Predictors 
and outcomes were centered and scaled. To reduce the 
influence of outliers and to better conform to the meas-
ured data, Student’s t response distribution family with 
identity-link function was used to model percent LOY 
outcomes and robust correlations. Hurdle negative bino-
mial distribution family with log-link function was used 
to analyze FACS events counts. Models had no intercepts 
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with indexing approach to predictors [35]. According to 
Stan recommendations [36] weakly informative priors 
were used for group-level effects, residual SD and group-
level SD. P-values were produced by frequentist summary 
in emmeans 1.6 package [37]. Multiple testing correction 
was performed for tests with more than a single contrast 
and MVT-adjusted P-values are reported, adjusted using 
the multivariate t distribution with the same covariance 
structure as the estimates as implemented in emmeans. 
Medians of the posterior distribution and 80% and 95% 
HDI were plotted. Significant contrasts between groups 
were denoted as * if p≤0.05 and 95% HDI does not con-
tain 0, and as ** if p≤0.01 and 99% HDI does not contain 
0. Additionally, FACS events count data and percent LOY 
data were analyzed by Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-
rank test with the significance level set to p≤0.05.

Results
Myeloid lineage cells from COVID‑19 patients show 
the highest levels of LOY
Aiming to evaluate the frequency of cells with LOY 
and a possible impact of LOY on COVID-19 severity, 
we first re-analyzed the published single-cell RNA-seq 
dataset of leukocytes derived from COVID-19 patients, 
to which we added the LOY status. We applied the pre-
viously developed pipeline for LOY scoring in single-
cells [5] in nine samples from six male patients with 
severe COVID-19 disease (WHO score 5–7), described 
in Schulte-Schrepping et  al. 2020 [19]. In this re-anal-
ysis, we used two published cell-type annotations [19, 
38]. Regardless of the applied method for cell annota-
tion, we found concordant results suggesting that LOY 
was most frequent in neutrophils, immature neutrophils 
(also called low-density neutrophils, LDNs), monocytes, 
in particular monocyte-derived dendritic cells (HLA-
DR+ CD83+ monocytes) and in megakaryocytes (Fig. 1 
and Additional file 1: Fig. S1).

In order to extend the above initial analysis and verify 
the results, we collected blood samples from 211 criti-
cally ill male COVID-19 patients treated at ICU in two 
medical centers in Sweden (Uppsala and Gothenburg). 
The criterion for inclusion in our study as a critical 
COVID-19 patient was treatment at ICU (WHO score 6 
or higher). The median age for this cohort was 64 years, 
ranging from 19 to 86 years. We also collected history 
of smoking habits, comorbidity data, as well as numer-
ous clinical and biochemical parameters recorded dur-
ing ICU treatment (Table  1). We further implemented 
a new protocol for Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting 
(FACS) enabling analysis of LOY in LDNs, granulocytes, 
monocytes, and PBMCs as well as in whole blood. The 
latter cell-sorting protocol was applied to 139 subjects 
out of 211 patients mentioned above. We also collected 

and sorted leukocytes from 11 mildly affected COVID-19 
patients (WHO score 5 or lower) and 17 healthy controls. 
The overall design of our study is presented graphically 
in Additional file  1: Fig. S2. We used Bayesian statisti-
cal approach because of its robustness, e.g. its ability to 
reduce the influence of outliers and to use models better 
conforming to the measured data.

The number of LDNs was the most variable among 
all analyzed cell types. Using FACS, we counted LDNs 
in critically ill COVID-19 patients, mild subjects, and 
healthy blood donors (Fig. 2A and B). The median num-
ber of LDNs (per 10,000 FACS events) in critically ill 
patients was 60, ranging from 1 to 458. The correspond-
ing range of numbers for LDNs in milder COVID-19 
patients (n=11) and healthy controls (n=17) were 1–70 
and 1–73 per 10,000 FACS events, respectively. Figure 2C 
shows medians, 80% and 95% highest density intervals 
(HDI) for LDN cell counts, adjusted for age,  age2, and 
smoking. The LDN cell counts in critically ill patients 
were significantly higher compared to healthy controls 
(median difference 87.0, 95% HDI 62.2 to 120.1, MVT-
adjusted p=2e−9) and to milder COVID-19 patients 
(median difference 77.6, 95% HDI 50.4 to 109.7, MVT-
adjusted p=4e−8).

The analysis of LOY status for all samples in this study 
was performed using droplet-digital PCR (ddPCR) as 
described [7]. The advantage of using ddPCR was a low 
input of DNA (~50 ng) required to perform the LOY 
measurement, which was particularly important for the 
analysis of LDNs from COVID-19 patients having low 
counts of these cells. Another advantage was a higher 
sensitivity in the lower range of measurements allowing 
to score LOY with a 5% cut-off (Fig.  3B). We were able 
to successfully detect LOY in DNA from LDNs sorted on 
FACS starting at about 10,000 cells. It should be stressed, 
however, that the number of successful measurements 
of LOY in LDNs was considerably lower than for other 
sources of DNA, due to the low number of LDNs in some 
COVID-19 patients as well as in controls and milder 
patients. Percentages of cells with LOY (%LOY) for all 
ICU patients in five different cell populations (LDNs, 
granulocytes, monocytes, PBMCs, and whole blood) 
were compared. Adjusting for age,  age2, and smoking, 
%LOY in LDNs was significantly higher than in mono-
cytes (median difference 1.83%, 95% HDI 0.94% to 2.72%, 
MVT-adjusted p=5e−4), in PBMCs (median difference 
1.48%, 95% HDI 0.58% to 2.41%, MVT-adjusted p=0.013) 
and in blood (median difference 1.38%, 95% HDI 0.5% to 
2.27%, MVT-adjusted p=0.018); and %LOY in granulo-
cytes was significantly higher than in monocytes (median 
difference 0.75%, 95% HDI 0.22% to 1.26%, MVT-
adjusted p=0.037) (Fig.  3A). Figure  3B and Additional 
file 1: Fig. S3 show unadjusted values, also pointing to the 
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highest level of %LOY in LDNs compared with other cell 
types among critically ill patients. Over 46% of critically 
ill patients showed unadjusted %LOY above 5% cut-off in 

LDNs. The corresponding number for granulocytes was 
32% of patients. These results, in particular LDN-derived, 
are linking LOY to severe COVID-19 phenotype.

Fig. 1 Distribution of cell types and cells with loss of chromosome Y (LOY) in PBMCs from critically ill patients with COVID‑19. The dataset comes 
from Schulte‑Schrepping et al. 2020 [19] and we used cell type annotation reported therein. Nine PBMCs samples from six male patients with WHO 
score >=5 were used for calculations. A Proportion of cell types in PBMCs; each data point represents a single sample. B Proportion of cells with 
LOY per cell type and per sample; each data point represents a single sample. C UMAP projection of scRNA‑seq profiles, selected cell types are 
colored. D UMAP visualization of scRNA‑seq profiles colored according to LOY status. Cells classified as LOY cells had no detectable expression from 
chromosome Y, as described [5]
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LOY associates to severity, mortality during ICU stay, 
and comorbidity in COVID‑19 patients
Next, we analyzed the relationship between %LOY in 
the previously mentioned cell fractions and blood DNA 
with the clinical parameters of patients in our cohort, 
adjusting for age,  age2 and smoking. %LOY in blood of 
critically ill patients with WHO score 10 (i.e., deceased 
in COVID-19) was significantly higher than in patients 
with WHO score 6 (median difference 1.59%, 95% HDI 
0.46% to 2.71%, MVT-adjusted p=0.025) and in patients 
with WHO score 8 (median difference 2.44%, 95% HDI 
0.58% to 4.19%, MVT-adjusted p=0.035) (Fig. 4A). Over-
all, COVID-19 patients who deceased during treatment 
at ICU had significantly higher %LOY in blood than 
survivors (median difference 1.46%, 95% HDI 0.47% 
to 2.43%, p=0.0036). %LOY in LDNs was significantly 
higher in patients who suffered from the critical illness 
assessed by manifestation of post-ICU symptoms such 
as neuropathy or myopathy (median difference 5.33%, 
95% HDI 0.56% to 10.3%, p=0.031) as well as in patients 
who suffered from thromboembolic events during ICU 
treatment (median difference 5.30%, 95% HDI 0.46% to 
10.2%, p=0.033) compared to patients without such com-
plications. Moreover, we observed a trend that %LOY 
was higher in monocytes of patients requiring invasive 
mechanical ventilation (median difference 1.25%, 95% 
HDI −0.01% to 2.48%, p=0.05) (Fig. 4A). Taken together, 
these results suggest that LOY in whole blood as well as 
in selected myeloid cells (monocytes and LDNs) is signif-
icantly associated with COVID-19 severity classified by 
the WHO score and mortality from COVID-19.

Previous epidemiological studies showed an asso-
ciation of LOY with differentiation of blood cells; that is 
thrombocyte- and erythrocyte cell counts were positively 
and negatively associated with LOY, respectively [39, 40]. 
In particular, binding sites of FLI1, a fate-determining 
factor promoting hematopoietic stem cell differentiation 
into thrombocytes rather than erythrocytes, showed a 
significant heritability enrichment of LOY GWAS sig-
nals using ChIP-seq data [39]. This effect of LOY might 
be important for the clinical outcome of critically ill male 
COVID-19 patients that display LOY, since increased 
counts of thrombocytes, hyper-coagulation, and throm-
boembolic events are contributing to the high mortality 
in COVID-19 [22, 23]. We have therefore analyzed our 
critically ill patients for the correlation of %LOY in five 
cell populations with the cell counts of thrombocytes 
and erythrocytes as well as hemoglobin levels, adjust-
ing for age,  age2, and smoking (Fig. 4B and Table 1). The 
cell counts for thrombocytes and erythrocytes as well 
as hemoglobin measurements were collected on the 
day of admission to ICU and followed during the entire 
length of ICU stay. Thrombocyte count was significantly 

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of the control cases, mild and critically 
ill COVID‑19 patients

IQR, interquartile range; SOFA, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment score; 
SAPS, Simplified Acute Physiology Score; CRP, C‑reactive protein; IMV, invasive 
mechanical ventilation
a Vessel disease was defined as the presence in the medical history of patients 
of any of the following conditions: coronary heart disease, stroke, diagnoses 
related to central vessels (aorta aneurysm, aorta stenosis), and diseases of 
peripheral vessels (intermittent claudication, skin ulcers of legs)
b Asthma, COPD, lung emphysema, pulmonary carcinoma, pulmonary fibrosis, 
cystic fibrosis, sarcoma, chronic interstitial pulmonary disease
c Pulmonary embolism, deep vein thrombosis, port thrombosis, cerebral 
infarction, mesenteric venous thrombosis, arterial thrombosis
d Diagnoses relating to the weakness after ICU treatment, neuropathy, or 
myopathy

Controls n=17

 Age, median years (range) 71 (63–77)

 Smoking

  Never 7 (41.2%)

  Previous 8 (47%)

  Ongoing 2 (11.8%)

Mild patients n=11

 Age, median years (range) 74 (52–89)

COVID‑19 patients treated at intensive care unit (ICU) n=211

 Age, median years (range) 64 (19–86)

 Smoking

  Never 119 (56.4%)

  Previous 81 (38.4%)

  Ongoing 11 (5.2%)

Clinical characteristics of COVID‑19 cohort treated at ICU

 History of comorbidities prior to ICU admission

  BMI, n=199, median (IQR) 28.8 (25.8, 33)

  Diabetes mellitus, n=191 57 (30%)

  Vessel  diseasea, n=211 43 (20%)

  Hypertension, n=191 110 (58%)

  Pulmonary  diseaseb, n=190 37 (19%)

 Measurements at admission to ICU

  SOFA, n= 167, median (IQR) 8 (6, 10)

  SAPS, n=161, median (IQR) 53 (47, 58)

  CRP, n=186, median (IQR) 151 (85, 206)

  Erythrocyte count, n=185, median (IQR) 4.39 (4, 4.73)

  Thrombocyte count, n=184, median (IQR) 214 (168, 274)

  Hemoglobin, n=190, median (IQR) 133 (122, 143)

  Eotaxin level, n=173, median (IQR) 33 (25, 46)

  P/F ratio, n=167, median (IQR) 18 (15.7, 20.9)

  pH level, n=190, median (IQR) 7.46 (7.43, 7.48)

  Oxygen saturation, n=190, median (IQR) 94.12 (92.75, 95.11)

  IL‑4 level, n=173, median (IQR) 2.55 (1.83, 3.62)

  IL‑5 level, n=173, median (IQR) 1 (1, 14)

 Clinical outcomes

  Days at ICU, n=211, median (IQR) 10 (5, 18)

  IMV at ICU, n=189 105 (56%)

  Dialysis during ICU treatment, n=186 23 (12%)

  Thromboembolic event during ICU  stayc, n=187 27 (14%)

  Critical  illnessd, n=183 32 (17%)

 WHO score, n=190

  6 ‑ Hospitalized, no mechanical ventilation or high‑flow  O2 77 (41%)

  7 ‑ Intubation and mechanical ventilation, P/F ≥ 150 or  SpO2/FiO2 ≥ 200 ‑

  8 ‑ IMV, P/F <150 or vasopressors 11 (5.8%)

  9 ‑ IMV, P/F <150 and vasopressors, dialysis, or ECMO 69 (36%)

  10 ‑ Dead 33 (17%)
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positively correlated with %LOY in blood (robust corre-
lation coefficient R=0.21, 95% HDI 0.05 to 0.36) and in 
granulocytes (R=0.23, 95% HDI 0.03 to 0.43). %LOY in 
PBMCs showed a significant negative correlation with 
erythrocyte counts (R= −0.23, 95% HDI −0.43 to −0.03). 
These results agree with the above-described differences 
in %LOY between patients with and without thrombo-
embolic events and are concordant with literature show-
ing the effect of LOY on blood cell differentiation [39, 
40]. Finally, %LOY in PBMCs was also significantly nega-
tively correlated with hemoglobin level (R= −0.22, 95% 
HDI −0.41 to −0.02).

Other parameters monitored during the ICU stay were 
factors reflecting the condition of the lungs. Interest-
ingly, our analysis revealed that %LOY is correlated with 
a range of these parameters, corroborating the hypoth-
esis that LOY is linked to the COVID-19 severity. We 
have found a significant positive correlation between 
%LOY in LDNs and Eotaxin-1 (CCL11) levels (R=0.29, 
95% HDI 0.04 to 0.52) as well as IL-4 levels (R=0.30, 95% 
HDI 0.05 to 0.54). We also observed a significant posi-
tive correlation between %LOY in PBMCs and levels of 
IL-5 (R=0.27, 95% HDI 0.05 to 0.48). Moreover, a signifi-
cant negative correlation was observed between %LOY 
and respiratory performance of lungs measured by P/F 
ratio (R= −0.29, 95% HDI -0.51 to −0.04 for LDNs; R= 
−0.20, 95% HDI −0.41 to 0.02 for monocytes), pH level 
(R= −0.23, 95% HDI −0.45 to −0.01 for LDNs) and oxy-
gen saturation (R= −0.28, 95% HDI −0.49 to −0.05 for 
LDNs) (Fig. 4C).

We also tested for differences in %LOY related to 
comorbidities prior to ICU admission. The comorbidity 
group Vessel Disease (VD), was defined as the presence 
in the history of patients any of the following condi-
tions: coronary heart disease, stroke, diagnoses related 
to central vessels (aorta aneurysm, aorta stenosis), and 
diseases of peripheral vessels (intermittent claudication, 
skin ulcers of legs). Figure 4D shows that, compared to 
patients without VD, adjusting for age,  age2, and smok-
ing, %LOY was significantly higher for patients with a 
history of VD in blood (median difference 2.16%, 95% 
HDI 0.74% to 3.7%, p=0.004), in PBMCs (median dif-
ference 1.70%, 95% HDI 0.43% to 2.98%, p=0.0089), in 
granulocytes (median difference 2.62%, 95% HDI 0.53% 
to 4.55%, p=0.012) and a trend in monocytes (median 
difference 2.02%, 95% HDI 0.05% to 4.12%, p=0.05). 
Thus, we show that %LOY in the blood is associated 
with common comorbidities present among COVID-19 
patients treated at ICUs (Fig. 4D).

The level of LOY is dynamic and decreases in COVID‑19 
patients at the recovery stage
We also studied follow-up blood samples from 16 criti-
cally ill patients who recovered from the disease. The 
median number of days when the follow-up samples were 
collected (from the date of first sampling), was 119 days, 
ranging from 93 to 143. These samples were processed in 
the same way as the described above for 139 critically ill 
patients, with cell sorting and separate analysis of LOY 
for each fraction. Figure 5A shows medians, 80% and 95% 

Fig. 2 Differences in LDN counts between controls and critically ill patients (treated at ICU). FACS images showing the gating strategy employed to 
identify low‑density neutrophils (LDNs, also called immature neutrophils), for representative control (A) and ICU patient (B) counted per 10,000 FACS 
events. PBMCs were gated for size and granularity, LDNs were identified as CD15+ (APC) and CD66b+ (FITC). C Age,  age2, and smoking adjusted 
comparison of the numbers of LDNs in PBMCs between critically ill patients (ICU, n=135), milder patients (n=11), and healthy controls (n=17). 
Points show medians; thick and thin horizontal bars show 80% and 95% HDI. P‑values are shown after MVT adjustment
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HDI for estimates of LDN cell counts per 10,000 FACS 
events, adjusted for age,  age2, and smoking, demonstrat-
ing a radical decrease in the follow-up samples (median 
difference 76.4, 95% HDI 55.5 to 104, p=6e−11). Paired 
comparisons of unadjusted cell numbers from LDNs and 
monocytes in 16 patients, where both ICU and recov-
ery samples were available, also showed a statistically 
significant decrease in the follow-up samples for LDNs 
(p=0.0066) and monocytes (p=0.013) using non-para-
metric paired Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (Fig. 5B).

To investigate the LOY level in convalescent patients, 
we further performed paired LOY analysis in the five cell 
populations in 16 patients, where both ICU and recovery 
samples were available. Because the number of sorted 
LDNs from recovery samples was too low for DNA iso-
lation (below 10,000 cells isolated with FACS from 16 
ml of blood), we studied LOY only in the four other 
cell types; i.e., blood, PBMCs, granulocytes, and mono-
cytes. Paired comparisons of unadjusted %LOY in blood 
(p=0.029) and PBMCs (p=0.025) showed a significant 
decrease in samples taken at the recovery stage (Fig. 5B). 

In conclusion, the results from comparisons between 
ICU and recovery samples suggest the overall decrease of 
cell numbers that are primarily associated with the criti-
cal course of COVID-19 (LDNs and monocytes) as well 
as the overall decrease in the load of cells with LOY. The 
latter result underscores the dynamic character of aber-
rant cell clones with LOY that are present in COVID-19 
patients.

Discussion
The COVID-19 pandemic is the most serious new global 
disease of this century with a strong male bias. Under-
standing the male bias in the severity and mortality of 
COVID-19 is a central, albeit still poorly explored aspect 
of COVID-19 pathogenesis, which might be important 
for future strategies aiming at better prevention and 
treatment of critically ill patients [29]. We suggest here 
that LOY might be a new factor underlying the higher 
severity and mortality of this infection in males, which 
is in line with another preliminary report [41]. Our 
results link LOY to an acute, often life-threatening viral 

Fig. 3 Comparison of %LOY across five cell populations for critically ill patients. A Age,  age2, and smoking adjusted comparison of %LOY in 
monocytes, PBMCs, whole blood, granulocytes, and low‑density neutrophils (LDNs) within ICU patients. Points show medians; thick and thin 
horizontal bars show 80% and 95% HDI. P‑values are shown after MVT adjustment. B Patients with LOY in >5% of cells
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infection, representing a step forward in the understand-
ing of the role of LOY in the susceptibility to disease, 
especially in relation to the dysfunction of the immune 
system.

The available evidence for a higher morbidity and 
mortality of men in COVID-19 aligns with pre-existing 
chronic diseases that are either more common and/
or occur earlier in life among males. However, this is 
unlikely to be the whole explanation behind male bias 
for COVID-19 severity. Our results regarding the clonal 
expansions of LDNs and coexisting high %LOY in these 

cells among males with the critical disease might also be 
a part of the explanation. We focused this study on the 
correlations between LOY and phenotype of critically ill 
patients with COVID-19 treated at ICUs. Such patients 
are very often burdened with multiple comorbidities, 
many of which have previously been associated with 
LOY. Thus, it is not straightforward to disentangle pos-
sible direct effects of LOY on the immune system from 
the effects of pre-existing diseases. In this context, the 
most convincing future investigation of the relationship 
between LOY and morbidity/mortality from COVID-19 

Fig. 4 Associations between %LOY in blood or sorted populations of leukocytes  and clinical variables, adjusting for age,  age2, and smoking. Points 
show medians; thick and thin horizontal bars show 80%‑ and 95% HDI. P‑values are MVT‑adjusted and shown in the Results section. Significant tests 
were denoted by asterisks as * if p≤0.05 and 95% HDI does not contain 0, and as ** if p≤0.01 and 99% HDI does not contain 0
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should be to restrict the analysis to men treated at ICUs 
who are free of these pre-existing conditions.

We present several lines of evidence linking LOY to 
severe COVID-19. The first is the highest levels of LOY 
in cells of myeloid origin known to be crucial for the 
development of severe disease, especially in LDNs and 
granulocytes, the former being aberrant, pathological 
cells present in high numbers in peripheral blood from 
critically ill COVID-19 patients. Secondly, we correlate 
LOY to multiple clinical variables, most importantly 
severity of the disease according to WHO score and 
mortality during ICU treatment. Moreover, we report 
increased counts of thrombocytes and decrease counts 
of erythrocytes, which is in line with previous reports of 
LOY effects, shown in non-COVID-19 population-based 

cohorts [39, 40]. Thromboembolic complications also 
correlated with increased levels of LOY in LDNs and 
monocytes, which may contribute to the severity of 
COVID-19 disease in males with LOY, eventually leading 
to organ failure, in particular affecting the lungs. Thirdly, 
cell clones with LOY are transient and dynamic when 
samples that were taken from the same patients during 
ICU stay and 3–6 months later are compared. As far as 
we know, this is the first example of the dynamic char-
acter of cell clones with LOY that is associated with an 
acute disease.

We have previously reported [5] and show it here 
again in the context of COVID-19 that LOY can be 
scored on single-cell RNA-seq data, allowing analysis 
of the impact of this large mutation on transcription in 

Fig. 5 Leukocyte counts and LOY status for patients during ICU treatment and during recovery. A Age,  age2, and smoking adjusted comparison 
of the numbers of low‑density neutrophils (LDNs) at the intensive care unit (ICU, n=135) and 3–6 months after the discharge from ICU (recovery, 
n=16). Points denote medians; thick and thin horizontal bars show 80% and 95% HDI, respectively. B Paired comparison of unadjusted loss of 
chromosome Y percentages (%LOY) in whole blood and PBMC, and numbers of LDNs and monocytes cells in PBMCs in 16 patients, where both 
ICU and recovery samples were available. Each dotted line connects the ICU and recovery data within the same patient. Boxplots show median, 
IQR as hinges and largest values no further than 1.5*IQR away as whiskers. Unadjusted p‑values from paired two‑sided Mann‑Whitney‑Wilcoxon 
non‑parametric tests are shown
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selected leukocyte populations. Using this approach, 
we re-analyzed published scRNA-seq data [19] show-
ing that LDNs (or immature neutrophils), which play a 
key role in the pathogenesis of COVID-19, exhibit high 
levels of LOY in critically ill male COVID-19 patients 
(Fig. 1). It should be mentioned here that scRNA-seq has 
frequently been used in studies of COVID-19 and there 
exist numerous additional publicly available scRNA-seq 
datasets, which will facilitate follow-up and extension 
of our results in additional cohorts. Our results from 
scRNA-seq were confirmed at the DNA level, as we 
demonstrated that LDNs from critically ill patients dis-
played LOY, representing 46% of the studied COVID-19 
patients (Fig.  3). Comparing the literature and consid-
ering the young age of patients in our cohort (median 
age 64 years), this is a high number of subjects showing 
LOY in blood DNA. This observation is also in line with 
other results suggesting that the myeloid lineage is the 
most affected by LOY [5, 9].

As mentioned above, epidemiological studies have 
associated LOY with myeloid cell differentiation [39, 
40]. A high neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio is also a 
recognized marker of COVID-19 severity [42]. Con-
sidering the high percentage of LOY cells among neu-
trophils of COVID-19 patients, it is possible that the 
clonal expansion is at least partially driven by LOY 
and functional disturbance of these cells might also be 
a consequence of LOY. The decreasing level of LOY in 
blood and PBMCs from recovering patients might be 
a useful biomarker of severe disease and/or successful 
recovery. Neutrophils are the cell type with the sec-
ond highest daily turnover (after erythrocytes) and are 
intensively produced during infections [43]. Therefore, 
the progenitors for neutrophils are highly prone to age-
related accumulation of various post-zygotic mutations, 
among them LOY and mutations causing clonal hemat-
opoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP). In line with 
the above, we have recently shown that LOY in mono-
cytes is accompanied by pathogenic somatic mutations 
in genes associated with DNA methylation (TET2, 
DNMT3A), transcription regulation (ASXL1), and 
DNA repair (TP53) [9]. Based on large-scale popula-
tion studies, 10% of people older than 65 are affected by 
CHIP mutations [44]. Assuming that CHIP mutations 
and LOY co-exist in some clonally expanded LDNs or 
granulocytes/monocytes in critically ill COVID-19 
patients, different CHIP variants might provide diverse 
proliferative advantage to such clones and this subject 
should be studied further. Moreover, a trend suggest-
ing a higher total count of mosaic chromosomal aber-
rations in blood that is associated with hospitalization 
for COVID-19 has been reported [45]. The male gen-
der is a risk factor in critical COVID-19 and a link 

between genetic variants of the Y chromosome and 
severe COVID-19 has been reported [46, 47]. However, 
a recent larger investigation, in which haplogroups on 
the Y chromosome were defined based on the analy-
sis of SNP arrays, showed no significant association 
between COVID-19 and the Y-haplogroups [48]. Thus, 
the impact of Y-haplogroups on male immunity and its 
role in COVID-19 severity remains an open question 
and further studies are needed. Yet another hypothesis 
that could contribute to explaining the greater mortal-
ity in men with COVID-19 relates to androgen levels. It 
was reported that prostate cancer patients treated with 
androgen-deprivation therapy were less susceptible to 
SARS-CoV-2 infection [49], suggesting that low testos-
terone levels could be protective against COVID-19. 
However, a recent review highlights inconsistency in 
research showing the effects of testosterone in COVID-
19 [50], and the question of how androgens influence 
COVID-19 severity in males requires further analyses.

Male predominance for critical COVID-19 is consist-
ent with a similar bias for prior severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS) and Middle East respiratory syn-
drome (MERS) epidemics (caused by SARS-CoV and 
MERS-CoV viruses, respectively) [51–53]. Moreover, 
male-female differences have also been reported for sea-
sonal influenza A virus infections in Australia and Japan 
[54, 55]. Consequently, the importance of our results is 
not limited to COVID-19, and further research should 
be conducted in the context of this disease as well as 
other common viral infections.

Conclusions
We performed the analysis of the immune system cells 
affected by LOY, concentrating on men with critical 
COVID-19. Our results revealed that the highest levels 
of LOY were found in the cells of the myeloid lineage, 
particularly in LDNs, which are crucial for the devel-
opment of severe COVID-19 phenotype. Importantly, 
we showed that LOY was associated with the severity 
of the disease according to increasing WHO score and 
mortality during ICU treatment. We also present the 
first example of the dynamic nature of cell clones with 
LOY that are associated with acute infectious disease. 
Moreover, our results suggest that LOY could be con-
sidered as predictive biomarker in identifying patients 
at high risk of developing a critical course of COVID-
19. Overall, the data support the link between LOY and 
emergency myelopoiesis as well as the role of LOY in 
modulating the severity of COVID-19 disease. We fur-
ther provide new insight into the response of the male 
immune system to COVID-19, which might also be rel-
evant for other common viral infections showing a simi-
lar male bias.
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